
SUITEPOINT! 
POINT-OF-SALE

REVOLUTIONIZE THE RETAIL 
REVENUE PROCESS!

Helping you to provide the best service to customers 
and hospital staff, Computrition has developed a 
comprehensive and cost-effective point-of-sale (POS) 
solution that improves foodservice management by 
streamlining the financial transaction process.

Our premier browser-based point-of-sale solution has 
the functionality for full integration with Foodservice 
Operations Management (FOM) or simply as a stand-
alone solution. SuitePoint! POS is designed especially 
for the hospital cafeteria transaction environment 
and built with the right peripherals for customer and 
employee charges.

With our SP! Express self-checkout solution, you can 
expand retail further to capture even more revenue.

Browser-based application
for dynamic retail management

Enterprise reporting
for operation-wide analysis

Easy-to-use touch screen register
with customizable interface

EMV chip and pin ready

Cashier and manager-friendly receipt 
options:
live and email receipt options, advanced receipt 
search, and ability to add a cashier ID to receipts

Complete integration
with Computrition’s back-of-the-house module

Partnership with POS-X
robust hardware suitable for foodservice 
marketplace with 5-year warranty 

Switch easily 
between self-checkout and traditional attended 
modes

Scan badge or continue as guest
to support employee and guest tendering

Streamline the customer experience
with barcode scanning and item lookup

Accept split payments
via declining balance and payroll deduction, plus 
credit card transactions

Identify idle behavior
and adjust checkout time interval for expiration

Expand availability of retail services
for overnight and weekend staff

Utilize most existing hardware

SUITEPOINT! POINT-OF-SALE
+ EXPRESS www.computrition.com

https://www.computrition.com/software-products/hospitality-suite/foodservice-operations-management/
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• SPOON (SuitePoint! Online Ordering Now)
• SuitePay!
• Digital Menu Board Integration

ADD-ON 
MODULES

Increases register 
throughput, minimizing 

long lines and 
shortening wait times
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Offers multiple payment 

methods: cash, credit, 
discounts, coupons, 
declining balance, 

payroll deduction, and 
pay plans

Prints nutrient 
information on receipts 

(requires additional 
software)

Provides P2PE via 
Verifone credit card 

processing for enhanced 
security

Stores data locally on 
the register; standalone 

mode prevents 
interruption if offline

Allows you to conduct 
thorough historical and 

forecasting analysis

Empowers customers 
with the convenience 

and comfort of handling 
their transactions

Boosts employee 
satisfaction by allowing 
staff to bypass queues 

and enjoy more of their 
break time

Counteracts labor 
shortage issues by 

reducing the need for 
cashiers, especially 

during the third shift


